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ABSTRACT 
Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies represent a potent strategy for combating acute infectious diseases. However, 

identifying the most efficacious antibodies among the vast human variants necessitates extensive time and advanced 

technological resources. The iBRAB method, previously introduced, aims to harness studied antibodies to engineer 

a broad-spectrum antibody capable of neutralizing antigens from diverse strains of Influenza A virus. Initially, we 

assessed the predictive performance of HADDOCK in delineating binding configurations across a range of protein 

complexes. This investigation again delves into the intricate interplay between computational docking forecasts and 

the mechanical resilience of protein-protein interactions by utilizing the iBRAB method in conjunction with Steered 

Molecular Dynamics (SMD) simulations. Emphasis was placed on optimizing pulling parameters, such as force and 

rate, within SMD simulations to ensure the fidelity of rupture force measurements. Our findings reveal a robust 

positive correlation between the docking scores forecasted by HADDOCK and the rupture forces observed in SMD 

simulations. This correlation suggests that complexes identified by HADDOCK as possessing heightened binding 

affinity also exhibit enhanced mechanical stability, as evidenced by the substantial force needed for separation. This 

integrated approach, amalgamating the iBRAB method for protein preparation, HADDOCK docking predictions, 

and SMD simulations with optimized pulling parameters, emerges as a valuable tool for elucidating the intricate 

relationship between binding affinity and mechanical resilience in protein-protein interactions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Influenza A virus (IAV) is recognized as a leading cause of seasonal respiratory illnesses, as well as being 

responsible for global epidemics that result in millions of deaths worldwide. The earliest documented pandemic is 

believed to have originated in Russia and reached St. Petersburg in October 1889 [1]. However, the most infamous 

pandemic, the H1N1 Spanish flu of 1918, began with 550,000 deaths and escalated to an estimated 50 to 100 million 

deaths worldwide [2]. Subsequently, various pandemics caused by different strains of IAV, including H7N9, H3N2, 

and H5N1, have occurred [3-6]. Despite the emergence of different threats, the H1N1 virus from the 1918 pandemic 

remains a potential danger due to its propensity for frequent genetic shifts [7]. Previous studies have led to the 

development of the iBRAB (in silico Broad-Reactive Antigen-Binding fragment) protocol, aimed at designing 

potential therapeutic vaccines against various strains of Influenza A virus (IAV) through computational methods [8]. 

Building upon research on hemagglutinin-neutralized antibodies, the protocol compiles essential interactive amino 

acids from antibody-antigen systems to maximize broad-spectrum properties. Initial evaluation using the 

HADDOCK tool examined the binding affinity of the proposed Fab model targeting hemagglutinin (HA) of 

different H1N1 Influenza A strains, showing promising broad-reactive potential against the receptor-binding site of 

HA. However, relying solely on docking scores may not fully reflect the true binding affinity and interaction 

mechanisms. Consequently, steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations emerge as invaluable tools for 

investigating dynamic biomolecular interactions and understanding binding affinity critical for drug discovery [9]. 
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The SMD technique made its debut in 1997 during the 2nd International Symposium on Algorithms for 

Macromolecular Modelling, introduced by Professor Klaus Schulten and his team at the University of Illinois (USA) 

[10]. Before SMD, experimental methods like atomic force microscopy, optical tweezers, biomembrane force 

probes, and surface force apparatus were utilized to study ligand-receptor or protein complexes, requiring 

availability of the protein or ligand for the receptor, which posed significant challenges in terms of cost and time 

[11-18]. SMD emerged as a computational solution, allowing simulation of these interactions with limitless 

elements. In an SMD simulation, an external vector is applied to one terminus or molecule of a system, while the 

other terminus or molecule remains fixed, enabling investigation into molecular mechanical stress response. This 

method employs a virtual damped harmonic spring for applied force, with force-time diagrams used to analyze force 

distribution at various atomic reaction times, correlated with conformational changes in the investigated proteins or 

molecules [19]. Over the years, SMD has found wide-ranging applications beyond biomolecule studies, spanning 

fields like environmental science, ceramic manufacturing, and energy [20-24]. Notably, its role in rational drug 

design has been extensively explored by research groups worldwide, particularly in understanding interaction 

mechanisms such as antigen-antibody unbinding processes [25]. During the Covid-19 pandemic, there has been a 

surge in publications utilizing SMD to study the immune system and design effective therapeutic drugs. Oliveira and 

colleagues in 2019 investigated the correlation between SMD and experimental AFM methods on antigen-antibody 

complexes, finding that SMD yielded rupture forces close to AFM data and facilitated identification of key 

molecular conformations relevant to drug design [26]. Subsequently, SMD has been employed in various projects to 

elucidate electrostatic interactions, assess the effects of binding mutations, identify critical interactions, understand 

antibody resistance, and evaluate antibody binding efficacy [27-33]. 

In this paper, the relationship between rupture forces measured through SMD simulations and scores predicted by 

previous HADDOCK simulations for protein-protein interactions is accessed. While previous study in protein-ligand 

system has indicated a general trend where stronger predicted binding scores correlates with a larger force required 

to separate the molecules in SMD simulations, this correlation is not absolute [34]. Different factors may influence 

the observed force in SMD, including the direction of molecular pulling, the magnitude of harmony force and rate. 

By elucidating the nuances of this relationship, we aim to estimate the optimization of pulling force and rate in SMD 

on our protein-protein systems for correlating with docking score from the HADDOCK. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Model systems. The 3D structures of HA-Fab systems utilized in this study were sourced from two distinct 

repositories. Initially, ten systems were gathered from the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics – 

Protein Data Bank (RCSB-PDB) database to function as controls (refer to table 1). These systems were selected 

based on the known interactions between HA and the respective Fab from previous investigations [8]. Additionally, 

twenty model systems were acquired from the High Ambiguity Driven protein-protein DOCKing (HADDOCK) 2.4 

server, resulting from flexible docking between the iBRAB model and selected HA proteins [35, 36]. Following 

clustering analysis, the system exhibiting the highest docking score within the optimal cluster was selected as the 

representative model for each interaction. Any missing amino acids in the control systems were reconstructed using 

MODELLER version 9.21, with the interaction poses retained to maintain the corrected binding state [37]. 

Furthermore, to streamline the structure size for simulation purposes, the HA2 region of the HA protein was 

omitted, while the HA1 region was retained, as all Fabs bind solely to the receptor-binding site of HA1. 

Table -1: List of control systems of antibodies (Abs)/antigen-binding fragments (Fab) and their corresponding 

Hemagglutinin (HA) proteins of different IAV strains. 

No PDB ID Fab/Ab IAV strain 

1 3LZF 2D1 [38] A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 BM-1/18 

2 4GXU 1F1 [39] A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 BM-1/18 

3 4HKX CH67 [40] A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 SI-3/06 

4 4M5Z 5J8 [41] A/Nagasaki/09N083/2009 Nag-09N083/09 

5 4YK4 641 I-9 [42] A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 SI-3/06 

6 5UG0 H2897 [43] A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 SI-3/06 

7 5UGY CH65 [44] A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 SI-3/06 

8 5IBL 6639 [45] A/reassortant/NYMC X-181 X-181 

9 6Q0O H2227 [46] A/Solomon Islands/3/2006 SI-3/06 
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10 6Q18 H1244 [46] A/Beijing/262/1995 Bei-262/95 

Steered molecular dynamic simulation. This simulated experiment was executed utilizing GROMACS software, 

specifically version 2018.3 [47]. The N- and O-termini of each system were left undetermined and retained as 

obtained from the database or docking method. Parameters derived from the GROMOS96 54A7 force field were 

applied uniformly across all systems during the simulation process. Short-range nonbonded interactions and long-

range electrostatic calculations were configured following established protocols [48]. Each system was subsequently 

immersed in a triclinic box of simple point charge (SPC) water supplemented with 100nM NaCl and neutralizing 

counterions to facilitate equilibration. The triclinic box dimensions were adjusted to adhere to the minimum image 

convention and allow ample space for pulling simulations along the x-axis. This equilibrated structure served as the 

initial configuration for the subsequent steered molecular dynamics simulation. Equilibration involved a two-step 

process comprising constant volume (NVT) and constant pressure (NPT) equilibration, with simulation phases 

lasting 1000 ps each under conditions. Temperature coupling was achieved by separately coupling protein and 

nonprotein atoms to a temperature bath maintained at 310 K (37°C) using the Berendsen weak coupling method. 

Pressure was isotropically maintained at 1.0 bar employing a similar weak coupling method. Following 

equilibration, restraints on HA1 of the hemagglutinin protein were removed, while the heavy and light chains 

remained immobile for the subsequent pulling simulation. Each HA1 structure was then subjected to pulling along 

the x-axis for 700 ps using a spring constant optimized for force and rate. The maximum pulling force required to 

dissociate HA from the Fab was identified as the rupture force and subsequently collected for analysis. 

Statistical analysis. The tidyverse package along with ggplot2 within the R tool (utilizing the RStudio interface) 

was employed for the computation and visualization of all graphs, encompassing the representation of mean, 

standard deviation, and additional parameters displayed in figures or tables [49-51]. Statistical significance was 

determined at a p-value threshold of less than 0.05, computed through correlation and regression tests. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. The optimum pulling force 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 and pulling rate 0.005 nm/ps were applied for the SMD 

simulation of all our systems. 

Optimizing the pulling force and rate in SMD simulations is crucial for accurately capturing biomolecular 

interactions and dissociation events. The pulling force determines the magnitude of mechanical stress applied to the 

system, while the pulling rate governs the speed at which the molecules are separated. A careful balance between 

these parameters is necessary to observe the desired molecular behavior effectively [52, 53]. A too high pulling 

force or rate can lead to artificial disruption of interactions, making it challenging to identify the genuine 

dissociation process. Conversely, using a pulling force or rate that is too low may result in prolonged simulations or 

failure to observe dissociation events altogether. By optimizing the pulling force and rate, researchers can enhance 

the sensitivity and reliability of SMD simulations, allowing for a more accurate characterization of biomolecular 

interactions and providing valuable insights into biological processes such as ligand-receptor binding, protein 

unfolding, and complex dissociation. Therefore, optimizing these parameters is essential for obtaining meaningful 

results and advancing our understanding of biomolecular dynamics and function. 

Based on the 3D crystallography structure of one randomly chosen 3LZF as the control system, various pulling 

velocities and forces were tested on this system to determine the parameters for all other HA-Fab systems. A pulling 

force of 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 was applied to select the appropriate parameter combination as a starting point for 

optimizing pulling velocity. A range of pulling velocities was tested on the 3LZF system, including 0.001, 0.005, 

0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.08, and 0.1 (nm/ps). Figure 1a illustrates the disparity in capturing rupture force on one system 

using different pulling velocities. Two areas show linear dependence between rupture force and pulling velocity 

with r = 0.998 and r = 0.996, respectively, while the second area confirms the slight increase in rupture force as the 

pull rate increases. A pulling rate of 0.005 nm/ps was chosen for optimization to capture all interaction changes. 

Higher pulling velocities increase the magnitude of rupture force. Although higher pull velocities better distinguish 

rupture force between systems, the resulting peak is overly high leptokurtic, hindering accurate peak identification. 

Additionally, it may yield artificial force if an extended length is acquired, thus impeding full observation of atomic-

level interactions. 

Various forces were tested to determine the spring constant for harmonic pulling in SMD at a pulling rate of 0.005 

nm/ps, ranging from 100 kJ/mol/nm2 to 5000 kJ/mol/nm2 (Fig. 1b). Lower pulling forces may not be sufficient and 

delay protein dissociation, making the rupture force peak challenging to discern. Conversely, excessive pulling force 
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leads to an unstable line of cumulative force with excessive noise and fluctuation, hampering rupture force peak 

identification. Consequently, a pulling force of 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 was selected for the spring constant in SMD 

simulation, characterized by a smooth force line and minimal background noise. 

The SMD simulation with described parameters was applied to all ten control systems and twenty iBRAB models 

from HADDOCK experiments. In addition, the pulling rate 0.005 nm/ps and spring constant 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 were 

applied and kept for all systems. All other setting parameters were as mentioned. 

 
Fig -1: Optimization of pulling rate and pulling velocity in SMD simulation on the control system 3LZF. a) 

Computed rupture force as a function for different the pulling rate at 1000 kJ/mol/nm2 spring constant. The error bar 

was calculated by 15 ps around the peak to estimate the uncertainty. The dashed and dotted lines show two linear 

parts fitting to a different rate of 0.001-0.02 and 0.02-0.10 nm/ps, respectively. b) The cumulated force of the pulling 

process using pulling rate 0.005 nm/ps with different applied forces over 800ps as a function for the pulling velocity. 

 

3.2. 2D1 with 1F1, H2897, and 6693 Fabs had good binding with HA protein from A/Brevig Mission/1/1918, 

A/Solomon Islands/3/2006, and A/reassortant/NYMC X-181, respectively. 

Ten control systems obtained from the RCSB database underwent simulation, and their rupture forces were gathered 

to serve as the control mean. The crystallography technique provides the most authentic protein or protein system 

structure. Therefore, analyzing the SMD simulation of these systems will establish the control benchmark for 

comparison with the model systems. Rupture force, identified as the highest force in the simulation, was determined. 

The mean and standard deviation were computed within 15 ps before and after the peak to ensure the most reliable 

result. Among the ten controls, the 641 I-9 Fab and its corresponding HA protein in Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 

4YK4 were excluded from the calculation because this crystallography system lacked essential amino acids at the 

binding site, rendering the obtained SMD data unreliable. With the remaining nine control systems, the 1F1, H2897, 

and 6693 Fabs exhibited the strongest binding with their respective HA proteins. Notably, the 1F1 Fab has been 

subject to research aimed at enhancing its therapeutic antibody potential against Influenza A viruses, confirming its 

efficacy against a broad range of IAV strains. Conversely, the CH67, CH65, H2227, and H1244 Fabs demonstrated 

the weakest binding and minimal dissociation peak with HA proteins. Although the 5J8 exhibited similarly low 

binding affinity with its HA protein, the cumulative line indicated clear dissociation between the Fab and HA 

protein (Fig. 2). 

The spring constant of 1000 kJ/mol/nm2, selected from the evaluation conducted on the 2D1+BM-1/18 system (PDB 

ID 3LZF), proved suitable for steered molecular simulations involving the 5J8, CH67, H2227, and H1244 Fab 

systems. This choice yielded a distinct cumulated force line with minimal or no background noise. However, this 

same spring constant resulted in significant noise levels when applied to other systems, such as the 1F1, CH65, 

H2897, and 6639 Fab systems. For these systems, a smaller spring constant would be more appropriate, although the 

results still indicated a noticeable difference in rupture compared to control systems. The average and standard 

deviation of peak force were calculated for the control systems to facilitate comparison with the model systems, 

enabling observation of the Fab model's impact on binding with various HA proteins. While previous binding 

affinity assessments between Fab and HA were exclusively conducted on model systems using the HADDOCK 
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system, which is capable of calculating their binding affinity, comparable data for the control systems were lacking 

[8]. Due to the preference for utilizing the most natural binding state from crystallography control systems, the same 

docking program could not be used to calculate binding affinity. Therefore, employing SMD experiments in this 

study allows for indirect comparison of the binding efficiency of the Fab models through rupture force analysis. 

 
Fig -2: The visible process in the force of the spring over 700 ps of  pulling process in nine control systems. 

3.3. The rupture force collected from the SMD simulation of all twenty iBRAB systems was consistent with a 

previous study on binding energy between proteins. 

The SMD experiment was done on the HADDOCK outputs from the previous study [8]. Different cumulated forces 

formed in the iBRAB model and HA protein systems were recorded and compared. The binding state at the time 

before pulling is called stage 0. The peak was collected, and rupture force was calculated based on the accumulated 

force at 15 ps around the peak. These mean and its standard deviation of rupture force were then individually plotted 

together with the control systems’ mean and standard deviation values (Fig.3). The figure shows the rupture force to 

dissociate different HA from twenty strains of IAV from the iBRAB Fab model is within one standard deviation of 

the mean in control systems, which is a good result in evaluating the broad activity of a Fab on different viral strains. 
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The HA in Was-05/11 strain required the lowest energy to break the Fab from its; however, there is no sign of 

significant low force of this strain compared with other strains, such as Jia-ALSI/11 and Kor-01/09. Meanwhile, the 

strain Bei-262/95 has the HA protein having the highest binding affinity to our model, which required the significant 

height in force to dissociate the Fab from its. Although the required force to dissociate the iBRAB model from HA 

proteins is not so high as the best binding control system, it shows a stable and similar binding state with different 

HA proteins from IAV strains. In addition, the SMD rupture force indirectly reveals a better binding affinity of the 

Fab model than Fabs in control systems. 

 
Fig -3: Rupture forces of twenty HA-Fab systems required to dissociate the HA from the iBRAB model. The rupture 

force's mean and standard deviation bar were calculated between 15 ps around the peak. The bold line presents the 

mean rupture force collected from nine control systems, and the shaded areas stand for one and two standard 

deviations of the mean, respectively. 

To get more detailed information, each trend of cumulated force dissociating the HA proteins from the iBRAB Fab 

model was obtained (Supplementary S01). Within twenty systems of the iBRAB Fab model and HA protein, the 

optimized pull force and rate showed promising results with neat lines and low noise. The difference in rupture force 

lines can show the difference in the binding behavior of protein-protein systems. Some systems require high 

accumulated force to pull the HA out of the Fab with a prominent peak. It is explained that the bonds made between 

Fab and HA are not strong enough to hold the pulling action. The bonds are easily broken with more force build-up 

when the center of mass increases. This action makes the pulling line more straightforward until the most critical 

bond is broken. However, several other systems are flexible in forming different bonds when the HA is dissociated 

from the Fab. The multi-peak line proved the incidence during the SMD simulation. The peak was formed, then 

another higher peak of cumulated force appeared after a while in Was-05/11 and Tot-YK012/11 systems making the 

hypothetical statement reliable. Meanwhile, HA protein of Mel-1/46, Hic-HY2/40, and Dar-2001/09 formed with 

the iBRAB Fab model required a particular same accumulated force overtime before breaking from the Fab. A 

longer bond may be formed between Fab and HA in these systems, which could be reformed or retained at a certain 

COM distance. Previously, the system of Bei-262/95 and the Fab model has showed the highest binding affinity 

through the most significant rupture force to dissociate the system. When observing the cumulated line of force 

formed by this system, the accumulated force straightly increasing shows the strong binding between two proteins; 

with the dramatically dropped force during a short time, only the short interactive bonds are formed between 

proteins in this system. 
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Due to space limitation, in Figure 4, we showed the transition of formed bonds between two selected systems with 

the highest and lowest rupture force: the Fab model with HAs from Bei-262/95 and Was-05/11 strains, respectively. 

The simulation was observed every 100 ps from the original pose to 500 ps. During that time, the bonds were broken 

as the COM longer until there was no bond. As the picture shows, more bonds were formed during about the first 

100ps than the original poses, confirming the proteins' flexibility in forming the bonds during the SMD simulation. 

Through time, the participation of the light chain was less, and the heavy chain made the primary linkage between 

the Fab and HA until proteins dissociated. 

 
Fig -4: Formed interactive bonds between the iBRAB model with Bei-262/95 and Was-05/11 HAs through 500 ps 

of SMD simulation. The Fab's heavy and light chains are green and blue colors, respectively; the HA protein is red 

color. The interacted amino acids were displayed in the sticks with their parent colors. 

 
3.4. Docking score predicted by HADDOCK has high correlation with rupture force calculated by SMD 

It is essential to comprehend the relationship between docking score and rupture force, particularly in assessing the 

strength of interactions within protein-protein complexes [54]. Although docking programs like HADDOCK offer 
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binding affinity predictions through scoring functions, these functions may only partially capture the intricacies of 

actual dissociation processes. Analyzing the correlation with rupture force, as measured in SMD simulations, 

provides valuable insights. A robust positive correlation validates the docking predictions, indicating that complexes 

with low docking scores also exhibit a significant force requirement for separation. Conversely, deviations from this 

trend highlight limitations in scoring functions or underscore the influence of factors beyond binding affinity, such 

as conformational flexibility and dissociation pathways. By enhancing the understanding of this correlation, 

researchers can refine docking methods and gain a more comprehensive understanding of the forces governing 

protein-protein interactions, thereby facilitating advancements in drug discovery and other areas of molecular 

biology. 

The analysis involved collecting the docking scores from prior HADDOCK experiments and the corresponding 

rupture forces calculated from SMD simulations conducted on all 20 systems. The data was then plotted to assess 

the correlation between these two parameters. As depicted in Figure 5, a strong correlation between docking score 

and rupture force was observed. The coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated to be 0.97, with the 

interception set at 0. This high R2 value suggests that a linear regression model well-explained the relationship 

between docking score and rupture force. This finding reaffirms the previous suggestion that systems exhibiting 

high binding affinity, as indicated by low docking scores, also demonstrate a high force requirement for dissociation. 

This correlation underscores the importance of considering docking score and rupture force in evaluating the 

strength of molecular interactions within protein-protein complexes. 

 
Fig -5: Linear correlation between binding energy and rupture forces of twenty HA-Fab systems. The binding 

energy was calculated by the HADDOCK tool, while the rupture force were provided by SMD simulation and 

calculated by mean between 15 ps around the peak. 

The analysis has revealed a significant linear correlation between binding energy, as indicated by docking score, and 

rupture force in our protein-protein complexes. This strong correlation confirms the reliability of previous analysis 

using only the docking score generated by the HADDOCK tool. This good correlation can inform the development 

of more accurate predictive models and guide rational design strategies in drug discovery and molecular engineering 

endeavors. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, the results obtained through this study reinforce the importance of optimal parameter optimization in 

SMD simulations, including the robust linear relationship between rupture force and docking score. Through 

systematic variation of pulling force and rate, this research determined optimal conditions on which to basis to 

accurately capture molecular dissociation. Additionally, the strong negative linear relationship between rupture force 

and docking score confirms the predictive accuracy of docking simulations using HADDOCK in determining 

binding affinity. Based on the docking score, the researchers can initially predict the binding affinity of protein-

protein systems. Afterward, through a measure of rupture force in SMD, they can measure the pulling mechanics of 

protein-protein systems. This two-pronged approach to measuring the different forces at play in binding events 

makes it easier to predict protein interactions accurately. Integrating the concepts of the relationship between rupture 

force and docking score provides a detailed understanding of the subtle equilibrium between binding energy and 

mechanic strength in molecular interactions. While the former illustrates the metric performance of mechanics of 
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interacting systems, the latter shows the predictive ability of docking studies. In summary, the relationship between 

rupture force and docking score correlates well and proves worthwhile for docking studies. Future work should 

improve the docking algorithms to account for the dynamic nature of proteins and discrepancies between the 

predicted and measured rupture forces. It would be reasonable to consider other scoring functions and include more 

empirical data to increase the prediction accuracy. It also includes consideration of the factors affecting mechanical 

stability in various cell types and computational approaches, such as molecular dynamics simulations. This work 

will significantly enrich our understanding and provide a foundation for the prospective manipulation of the 

synthases. 
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